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Abstract— Sensors and sensor networks are fundamental
instruments to acquire and communicate contextual information
from the physical world. This information enables better
understanding of the physical world for humans and supports
creation of ambient intelligence for a wide range of applications
in different domains such as smart cities, healthcare and
intelligent transportation. To facilitate scalable and seamless
access and management of the information obtained from large
and heterogeneous sensor networks, we introduce the concept of
Semantic Sensor Service Networks which brings the research on
Semantic Sensor Network one-step further. The concept
combines semantic modelling, knowledge management and
service-oriented design to support sensor service access,
discovery and composition. It defines a framework in which
sensor services can collaborate and co-operate to support data
integration from different sensor networks and service
computing for complex business applications.

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are increasing number of sensors that report data
from our physical environment. Due to the large-scale,
distributed and heterogeneous nature of the sensor networks,
the research community has used semantic technologies for
sensor and sensor data representation. A notable work in this
line is the collaborative efforts from academia and industry
towards the development of the Semantic Sensor Network
Ontology (SSN) [1]. We anticipate that the next step should
focus on unconstrained access to the data generated from the
heterogeneous sensor networks, which is the key for
applications that require context and situation awareness. The
service oriented computing mechanisms provide standardised
means for communication and integration among systems and
provide potential to develop scalable and loosely coupled
software systems. Representing sensor as a service in the
cyber-world has been considered as a potential solution for
efficient management of the sensor data. However, most of
the sensors operate in the highly dynamic physical world and
the exposed sensor services are not as reliable and stable as
those well-engineered and maintained business services. This
brings significant challenges to sensor service computing
such as seamless service connectivity, discovery and dynamic
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In this paper, we discuss our ongoing work on integrating
the techniques from the semantic Web and service oriented
computing to address these challenges. The rest of the paper
is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review some of the
existing works on semantic and service computing on sensor
and sensor networks. In Section 3, we introduce the concept
of semantic sensor service networks and discuss the
challenging problems on applying service oriented computing
for sensor data access and management. Section 4 outlines
the future research issues and concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Much of the existing research on sensors and sensor
networks has focused on developing standardised languages
for sensor data representation and encoding, notably, the
Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative [2]. Recognising
the heterogeneity of sensing devices, their data formats, and
measurement procedures, The W3C Semantic Sensor
Network Incubator group developed the SSN ontology for
semantically describing sensors, observations/measurement,
and sensor systems based on the Stimulus-SensorObservation design pattern [1]. As one of the most
fundamental components of the “Internet of Things” (IoT),
sensors and sensor networks provide real-world information
and enable us to develop context-aware applications and
services. What is important here is the unconstrained access
to the sensor observation and measurement data.
Data access in (wireless) sensor networks can be
implemented at device or network levels by using low-level
programming languages and operating systems [3], but the
heterogeneity of the devices and (sensor) networks makes
data access across the networks a difficult task. Service
oriented principles, which allow complex software systems to
be decomposed into smaller sub-systems or services have
been used to integrate the sensor data with enterprise services
[4]. The idea of “sensing as a service” represents a scalable
way to access the sensor data through standard service
technologies and has received consensus from the

community. The SemSense architecture proposed a real
world data management approach by collecting, annotating
and publishing data onto the Web based on the linked data
principle, nevertheless, it does not support on-demand sensor
data access [5].
Service oriented computing mechanisms have been
proposed and integrated with semantic technologies to
address the challenging issues related to heterogeneity and
interoperability in sensor data access and management, for
example, De et al described a semantic sensor service model
for resources and devices (e.g., sensors) in the IoT [6].
Guinard et al proposed a service oriented architecture for the
IoT and identified several essential requirements for
computing with real-world services for enterprise
applications [7]. They developed methods for service
registration, discovery (with a simple service instance ranking
mechanism) and on-demand provisioning according to those
requirements. However, their work is intended to facilitate
service developers and designers to dynamically discover
services that still requires considerable human efforts; the
lack of semantic descriptions also creates potential problems
for large-scale real-world services. Furthermore, service
composition with efficient adaptation and compensation
mechanism were not discussed.
III.

SEMANTIC SENSOR SERVICE NETWORK

The notion of Semantic Sensor Service Network (See
Figure 1) is introduced to facilitate seamless access and
management of sensor observation and measurement data
based on service oriented computing mechanisms and
semantic technologies.

Figure 1. A layered model for the Semantic Sensor Service
Network
The Semantic Sensor Service Network brings the research
on Semantic Sensor Network one-step further by adding
several service related layers on the top of the sensor and
sensor networks (or more general, IoT). It defines a
framework in which sensor services can collaborate and cooperate to support data access and integration from different
sensor networks for various business services and applications
that need the real-world information for intelligent decision
making. With the semantic descriptions and service interfaces,
it enables unconstrained access to large-scale and distributed

sensor services across heterogeneous sensor networks.
Another significant advantage is that sensor services can be
potentially discovered and integrated with existing (high-level
business) services and applications that need real-world data
by using existing standard (Web) service computing
techniques. However, sensor services manifest distinctive
characteristics in several ways compared to relatively reliable
and carefully maintained enterprise services: sensors exposing
services usually operate in dynamic environments; they may
be deployed in different platforms and communicate using
different protocols; they are often mobile and mostly
capability-constrained. These characteristics highlight the
importance of sensor service connectivity, discovery and
composition with effective adaptation and compensation
mechanisms. In the following, we describe the semantic
sensor service model, the gateway component that provides
service connectivity as well as sensor service discovery and
composition issues. Sensor observation and measurement data
processing and abstraction to create ambient intelligence is
another important research topic, however, they are out of the
scope of this paper and will not be discussed here.
A. Semantic Description for Sensor Services
The evolution of large-scale sensor service networks
requires a holistic understanding of the dynamics, capabilities,
and interdependencies of their enabling technologies.
Providing unambiguous descriptions for sensors and
observation/measurement data becomes one of the most
important tasks for sensor service networks, considering the
scale, distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic nature of the
sensors. Semantic Web technologies have been successfully
used to model and describe sensor devices, for example, the
W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator group has
developed the Semantic Sensor Network ontology [1] to
describe sensor devices, their physical and operational
properties. The ontology also provides abstract concepts
related to observation and measurement data models and
platform descriptions. However, using semantic descriptions
(especially ontology languages RDF 1 or OWL 2 ) is not that
straightforward in the sensor networks for publication and
exchange of data: the heavy payload of the XML serialisation
of these representations is unsuitable for constrained
environments (e.g., sensor networks). Recently there have
been works that proposed to use lightweight semantics for
knowledge representation in these environments; e.g., Binary
RDF3 proposes a compressed representation scheme for RDF
data; SA-REST 4 defines a lightweight framework for
describing services. Apart from the lightweight representation
schemes that provide a reasonable balance between
expressiveness and computation complexity, the service
oriented technologies on the Web and subsequently for the
sensor networks are moving towards RESTful solutions.
B. Sensor Service Connectivity
To enable seamless connectivity in a service-oriented
environment sensors have to implement standard service
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interfaces and communication protocols. Most of the existing
service standards are designed for enterprise services and Web
APIs based on HTTP, which in many cases cannot be applied
to resource-constrained devices.
CoAp [8] is one of the recent standardisation efforts to
introduce HTTP service based solutions for the constrained
environments such as IoT and sensor networks. It is based on
6LowPan5, which is a customised IP protocol to enable HTTP
based services (similar to RESTful services) on low-level
devices. However, using CoAp and 6LowPan to provide
services for the Internet-based service oriented architecture
running on the IP protocol requires intermediate gateways or
proxies to translate between the customised protocols and the
Internet protocols. Besides running on intermediate nodes,
services can also run directly on sensor nodes. Delicato et al
[9] proposed an architecture in which the service is provided
by the sensor itself via the WS-* standards that are usually
used in business environments. This solution requires nodes
with high processing capabilities as the standards relies
heavily on XML processing.
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Figure 2. Two ways to access sensor services: Direct vs.
Intermediate
This leads to two potential ways to render a sensor as a
service. The first is to run services directly on a sensor which
has sufficient processing resources (Figure 2, left). Another
way is to run sensor services on intermediate nodes (such as
gateways) which act as protocol translators between the
constrained environments and the Internet (Figure 2, right).
The advantages and limitations of these two sensor service
connectivity methods are summarised in Table 1.
TABLE I.

Service rendered on
Device
+ Direct Sensor Access
-Only on strong sensor
nodes
+More Privacy Control

5

TABLE TYPE STYLES

Service rendered on
intermediate node accessing
sensor node
+Better In-network
aggregation
+ Possible Caching
+ for really constrained
devices
-Intermediate Processing
needed/less flexible topology
wise
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C. Sensor Service Discovery
Service discovery is fundamental for service oriented
computing as other high-level service oriented concepts such
as service composition, provisioning, and adaptation highly
rely on the results of service discovery. To be useful in
dynamic environments such as sensor networks, service
discovery needs to implement automated matchmaking
approaches, preferably based on both functional and nonfunctional attributes of services. Service discovery in
resource-constrained environments is more challenging than
discovery on the Internet where reliable service resources are
abundant. Sensor nodes are limited in processing capabilities
and energy (e.g., limited battery life); communication between
sensor nodes and gateways is also error prone and in many
cases unreliable; the changes of the surrounding environments
also have significant impact on performance of the sensors. To
efficiently discover sensor services in such the dynamic
environments, a publishing scheme that keeps semantic
service descriptions up-to-date in the service registries is
needed. At the same time, the communication should use
minimum service advertisement messages in order to reduce
the energy consumption and communication overheads.
The semantic descriptions for sensor services contain all
the functional and non-functional data required for efficiently
finding the required services. This semantic data includes:
input and output parameter types and how they change with
time, logical expressions that describe the operations in the
service, any transformations performed on the data, location
information about the observation area of the service and how
it changes over time. The descriptions should also contain
information describing QoS (e.g., reliability,), communication
and processing costs for the service during runtime. Service
discovery can be performed by creating a semantic service
request, based on any of the semantic data contained in the
semantic sensor service descriptions, and using a
matchmaking mechanism to find the services that best match
the request. The results are then ranked in order of relevance
to the request.
D. Sensor Service Composition
Static and manual (or even semi-automated) service
composition planning is an unsuitable solution for service
composition in sensor networks because of the dynamic
environment and unreliability of sensor nodes. We need
automatic and dynamic mechanisms that can compose
services automatically or efficiently compensate for a service
that becomes unavailable during runtime. Approaches to
dynamic service composition take either a top-down or a
bottom-up approach. A top-down approach starts from a
service request and proceeds to look for components that can
match that request until enough components are found to form
a usable service composition. A bottom-up approach creates a
database of possible service compositions before runtime. In
order to achieve dynamic service composition that involves
sensor services, we need a mechanism that is able to
decompose a service request into simpler parts to make it
easier to search for services that provide the functionalities of
those different parts.

We propose a decomposition method that can be used at
runtime to repeatedly divide a service request into smaller subrequests. The process will be repeated until for each subrequest we find at least one atomic service that is able to meet
the requirement of that sub-request. The atomic services can
then be used to create a composite service that is capable of
providing the requirements of the original request.
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Figure 3. Illustration of service composition and compensation
In semantic sensor networks the service conditions might
change frequently and sometimes a service might disappear
for various reasons (e.g., low battery or network brokage). In
cases where a service is not accessible anymore while it is
being used in a service composition, a service compensation
mechanism is needed to compensate for the loss of that
service. The efficiency of service compensation at providing a
seamless continuation of the service functionality is highly
dependent on an updating scheme that notifies the
compensation mechanism whenever a service from a
composite service is unavailable. This ensures that the
compensation mechanism has enough time to find a suitable
replacement for that service. Service compensation works by
creating a service request that corresponds to the service
functionality that went missing and discovering a service that
is capable of providing same or similar functionality.
However, it might be the case that no such service exists. In
such a case, the compensation mechanism should search for an
atomic or composite service that can replace the missing
service (See Figure 3, the functionality of service S3 is
replaced with a composite service). This would involve
decomposing the service request to smaller sub-requests
automatically during runtime so that simpler services can be
found for each sub-request and composed together to provide
the required capabilities. In such situations, the required
service functionality is decomposed into simpler requests and
a mechanism similar to dynamic service composition is used.
This mechanism keeps decomposing the required functionality
until a number of service components that (when combined
together) provide the required functionality are found.
IV.

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAp) and 6LowPan for
devices operating in constrained environments. A gateway that
is able to translate between CoAp and the HTTP protocols has
been designed to support communications between sensor
services and existing high-level Web services.
Service discovery is an important functionality in the
highly dynamic semantic sensor service networks and is
fundamental for service composition, compensation and
adaptation. To efficiently discover sensor services in real
world environment, a publication scheme that keeps semantic
service descriptions in registries (e.g., gateways) up-to-date
and sends minimum service advertisement messages is used.
For service composition we propose a method that can be used
at runtime to repeatedly divide a service request into simpler
sub-requests. The process will be repeated until for each subrequest we can find at least one atomic service that provides
the requirements for that sub-request. When a sensor service
becomes unavailable at runtime, an efficient compensation
mechanism is needed in order to minimise service disruption
time.
Our future work involves improving current service
discovery methods, in particular, sensor service ranking, based
on semantic reasoning and the linked data on the semantic
Web. Another research issue is to develop intelligent
compensation services based on approximate analysis of the
data, networks and services of sensors for the situations where
existing compensation methods fail to provide solutions.
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